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ABSTRACT
The Action of Antibiotics

and Antimet abolites

Virus Infection Process

on the Tobacco Mosaic

in Bean Leaves

by
Virendra

Nayyar,

Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State University,

1972

Major Professor:
Dr. G. W. Cochran
Department:
Botany (Plant Virology)
The action of 28 antibiotics
tions was studied in coincidence

and antimetabolites

with the bioassay

at varying concentra-

of tobacco mosaic virus on

detached bean leaves by using an ultrason ic method of inoculation
by Lamborn , Cochran and Chidester.

1

in regard to the virus infection process,
optimal concentrations
and antimetabolites

The results

of a new TMV bioassay

and their

Of the 28 antibiotics
while twenty inhibited

of these experiments,

the nature of the cellular

in the bean leaves.

development

From the results

were classified,

or stimulatory

eight were found to stimulate

TMV infection in bean leaves .

operating

as inhibitory

in the inoculum were determined.

studied,

was made to characterize

All tested chemicals

developed

antiviral

an attempt

defense mechanism

of this study may also be used in the

procedure

with increased

sensitivity.

(82 pages)
1

C. R. Lamborn, G. W. Cochran , and Ji L . Chidester.
ultrasonic inoculation method for tobacco mosaic virus bio-assay.
pathology 68 :1015 - 1019.

1971. An
Phyto-

INTRODUCTION

An improved bioassay
sonic inoculation procedure
Plant Virus Laboratory
(1970) mixed certain
bioassay

for tobacco mosaic virus

has been developed in the Utah State University,

(Lamborn,

antibiotics

Cochran,

were induced by contaminating

and Chidester,

reactions

The contrasting

cellular biochemical
It appeared

antimetabolites

It was observed

and Captan stimulated

effects of these chemicals

mechanisms

that an extensive

mechanisms

the formation

suggested

that

were being affected.

study of the action of many antibiotics

on the TMV infection process

the involved biochemical

Nayyar

in the bean assay leaves that

non -v iral micro -o rganisms.

that Terr a mycin inhibited while Mycostatin

different

1971).

and fungicides with TMV inocula in the ultrasonic

in an attempt to avoid necrotic

of vir us lesions .

(TMV) using an ultra-

.

and

might be helpful in understanding

The doctoral

research

program

reported

here was concei ve d to provide evidence that could be used for the elucidation
the biochemical
antiviral

synthesis

biochemical
Because

of TMV and for the postulation

the results

could help to deduce biochemical

and antimetabolites

obtained from their additions

are

to virus inocula

pathways in the viral infection process.

This Ph . D. dissertation
of 28 antibiotics

cellular

defense mechanism.

the modes of action of many antibiotics

fairly well understood

of a possible

of

and antimetabolites

reports

the biochemical

to TMV inocula.

effects of the addition

The results

tend to confirm

2

the mechanisms

proposed

for the possible

review section and permit the postulation
antiviral

defensive

of TMV in the literature

of a possible

cellular

biochemical

mechanism.

One practical
a more sensitive

biosynthesis

application

bioassay

of these results

for TMV.

could be in the formulation

of

3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There have been several
inoculum which demonstrated
Duggar and Armstrong
TMV .

reports

stimulatory

(1925) reported

viruses

on lesion production

when inoculated

that an antibiotic

from Nocardia

that sap of certain

completely

and Phaseolus

inhibited

the incorporation

and mitochondr ia l proteins
treatment

of

14

of tobacco leaves

the amino acid incorporation

used.

of the 30 S RNA fraction,

RNA . Because

manner

(1954) reported

of TMV in leaf discs.
effect of blasti-

The same concentra-

caused by TMV on Nicotiana
The same authors

infected

showed that BcS
chloroplast,

for six to 24 hours .

D, at 48 hours prior

into mitochondrial

leaves . But, BcS applied in a similar

The 30S RNA fraction

Schlegel and Rawlins

c amino acids into cytoplasmic,

of tobacco leaves with actinomycin

tion to the concentrations

and tobacco ring spot

in tobacco leaf discs.

vulgar is cv. Pinto.

on the virus.

effect of Streptothericin

inhibited multiplication

local lesions

with viral

plants inactivated

(J.960, 1965) showed an inhibitory

inhibited

glutinosa

leaves .

~-

cidin S (BcS) on TMV multiplication
tion almost

effects

by tobacco necrosis

on detached

Hirai and coworkers

synthesis

or inhibitory

Leban and Fulton (1952) showed an inhibitory

and Terramycin

enhanced

on the use of chemicals

inhibited

protein

to inoculation,
in infected

incorporation

It was shown that BcS mainly inhibited

but did not inhibit the 16S ribosomal

is a combination

there was no inhibition

of ribosomal

The

in proporthe
RNA.

RNA and full length TMV-

of the 16S ribosomal

RNA it appeared

4

that the 30S inhibition seen could probably be attributed

to the TMV-RNA

only.
A large number of materials
plant viruses.

Manil (1947) was unable to prevent

ing the antibiotics
tyrothricin.

actinomycetin,

actinomycin,

against

infection with TMV by applypenicillin,

streptomycin,

or

. Beale and Jones (1951) found no inhibition of TMB or potato yellow

dwarf virus by aureomycin,
antibiotics

chloromycetin,

penicillin,

or streptomycin.

These

were mixed with the virus prior to inoculation.
In other experiments,

rather

are also known to be ineffective

than in the inoculum,

the test chemicals

often in a manner that prevented

between the inoculum and the test chemical.
chemicals

of various

development
application

were applied to the host tissue

In these in vivo experiments,

sorts have been demonstrated

or virus increase
of noformicin

within the host.

(an antibiotic

direct contact

to affect infection,

symptom

Reed (1955) showed that the

produced by a species

of Nocardia)

to the roots of Pinto bean plants growing in sand reduced the number of southern
bean mosaic virus local lesions on the primary

A Possible

leaves .

Model for the TMV Replication

The following hypothetical

Process

model for the replication

provide a basis for the interpretation

of the experimental

of TMV is given to

results

(presented

later) .
This model is based on an overall view of the available
mation about TMV.

The results

of TMV research

scientific

infor-

in the Utah State University

5

Plant Virus Laboratory

during the last 15 years are an important

source for the

de velopment of th is modeL

1.

Cellular

entrance

Long virus particles

enter the cell protoplasm

the inoculat i on process . They probably migrate
enter by pin ocyt o si s (Bald , 1964).

through wounds made in

to the nuclei where they may

Inside the nuclei they may initiate the

synth esi s of the antivi ral defense mechanism

(postulated

later).

Other virus

part ic l es may enter in th e same way and m igrate to the chloroplasts

where they

ma y also enter by pinocytosis.

2.

Uncoat ing
Partial

plasts

or complete uncoating may take place in the nuclei and chloro-

dur ing th

firs t two hours of the infection

yields naked vira l RNA that has two possible

3.

(Shaw, 1970) .

destinations

and functions.

Comple xin g of long viral RNA with polyribosomes
Very long vi ral RNA (8, 000 to 10,000 nucleotides)

pol yri bosom e s an d acts as the messenger
of vi ral coat protein

subunits.

fails to induce a systemic

in protein

of thousands

synthesis
(Cochran,

RNA shorter

and, therefore,
unpublished

data).

subunits

The very long viral RNA serves
the polyr ibosomes

RNA for the synthesis

infection of the virus

Synthesis of viral protein

complexes with

The length of this RNA is critical.

tha n the min imum length is ineffective

4.

The uncoating

and all of the normal

as a repeating
cellular

messenger

associated

RNA using

protein synthesizing

6

biochemical

m ac hin ry to make millions

the cellular

am ino acid pool.

of vi ral - coat protein

subunits from

5. Hybridi zation of vi ral RNA with
almost - complem ntary DNA
Uncoat e d viral RNA that is too short to be an effective messenger
the pol yri bo so m es in protein

synthesis

can be very effective

in viral RNA

replication o A monom er length (a small region less than 300 nucleotides
hybridizes

with an almost - complementary

with

long),

region of DNA in the chloroplasts

(Siegel and Huber , 1970) .

6. Production
complementary

of a short exact
DNA strand

The hybridized

vira l RNA --a lmost complementary

a new DNA st r and that is an exact complement
RNA- depen dant - DNA polymerase

of the viral RNA using a normal

enzyme system.

the action of the RNA tumor viruses

DNA region produces

This is apparently

similar

complexing with DNA in animal cells (Temin,

196 4) 0

7. Product ion of viral RNA monomer
Normal chloroplas t RNA polymerase
DNA to mak
chloroplast

millions

throughout

folds in to a tightly cross link ed structure
(Cochran , unpublished

copies the new viral-complement

of copies of viral RNA monomer

and th ese migrate

data) .

to

that are set free in the

the protoplasm . The viral monomer
that is ribonuclease

resistant

7

80 Production

of viral nucleoprotein

The viral RNA monomer
attractive

and the viral prote in subunits are mutually

and combine to produce doughn ut- shape d virus nucleoprotein

This can probably
cytoplasm

9.

monomer

occur anywhere within the protoplasm

(Cochran,

Polymerization

unpublished

of viral nucleoprotein

and because

end (Bruna - d Tosso,

endfaces

ions .

of end to end collision

condensing

lO o The assembly

of competent

capable of initiating

the monomer

viral RNA monomer

attained a certain

It appears

phosphodiester

bond

bonds in the viral RNA .

or any stage of the TMV polymer

replication

that this only results

in length by the repeated

as described

is

above (Cochran,

virus has to induce a systemic
when the TMV polymer has

minimum length (25 to 35 monomer

units with other monomers

H and OH

virus particles

d results) o But a fully - competent

TMV i nf ction.

the monomer

the terminal

join in a conventional

from all other internucleotide

It app ars that either

end to

agent (such as a carbodiimide)

nt m the vicinity of the RNA ends scavenges

that is indistinguishable

increase

are mutually attracti ve come together

The RNA monom rs immediately

unpublish

units collide in Brownian motion in the

forcibly with the virus protein faces serving as

an alignm nt fixture . A chemical
that is pres

monomer

1972) 0 At the instant

RNA ends are brought together

but occurs mainly in the

results) o

Viral nucleoprote in monomer
protoplasm

monomers.

polymerization

units).

of monomer

The viral rods
or sma ll polymer

or small polymers o The growth in length of the virus

8

particles

appears

to be indeterminate.

multiples

of the 13 . 8 nm monomer

Th e actual virus lengths will always be

length . Apparently

tion can occur anyw here in the protoplasm
plasm .

this growth by polymeriza-

but probably occurs mainly in the cyto-

9

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virus

The common strain
Rockefeller

Institute

of TMV used in this study was obtained from the

for Medical Research

since then by repeated

pas age through

typical TMV symptoms ,

in 1947.

Turkish

The virus was purified

It has been propagated

tobacco with the inducement
using the chromatographic

method of Venekamp and Mosch (1964) and then diluted with distilled
give an optical density value of O. 06 at 260 nm .
in a refrigerator

sodium citrate
sodium chloride

sodium chloride

and O. 002 M magnesium

the virus was given a

(0. 15 M sodium chloride,

or an antibiotic.

In this final dilu-

tion the optical density of the actual virus at 260 nm was reduced

The antibiotics
Table 1.

the virus inoculum .

were tested

The greatest

to O. 015.

and Antimetabolites

and antimetabolites

These chemicals

O. 015 M

chloride , pH 7. 0) or with standard

(SSC) plus an antimetabolite

Antibiotics

water to

This diluted virus was stored

at 4° . At the time of each experiment

final dilution with standard

of

used in this study are listed in

over a wide range of dilutions

concentration

used for each chemical

usually just lower than that which induced visible leaf injury.

mixed in
was

Table 1. Antibiotics
Name of antibiotic
antimetabolite

and antimetabolites

or

actinomycin
chromomycin
acridine orange
cycloheximide
proflavin
kanamycin
hydroxyurea
erythromycin
carzinophylin
chloramphenicol
chloroquine
nalidixic acid
fluorouracil
mitomycin
puromycin

Source

actinomycin D
chromomycin A3

Streptomyces
Streptomyces

antibioticus
griseus

B-2 (3, 5-dimethyl-2-oxycyclohexyl)-2-hydroxyethyl-glutrimide
proflavin SO
kanamycin st4
hydroxyurea
erythromycin SO
4

Streptomyces
Streptomyces
Streptomyces

griseus
griseus
species

Streptomyces

erythrens

Streptomyces

venezuelae

Streptomyces

caespirosus

chlorarrphenicol
cholorquine PO4
nalidixic acid
5-fluorou racil
mitomycin C
6-dimethy lamino- 9-(3 '-deoxy - 3 '-p-methoxy-L-phenylaninamidoB-D-ribofuranosyl)
-purine
rifamycin and its derivatives
rifamycin
rifamycin SV
AF I ABDP
3-(4-benzyl - 2, 6-dimethylpiperazinoiminomethyl)
rifamycin SV
AF / AP
3-piperazinoiminomethy
l rifamycin SV (n-dimethyl rifamycin)
AF I ABP
3-(4 -benzyl piperazinoiminomethyl)
rifamycin SV
ethidium bromide
2-7-diamino-9-phenyl-10-ethylphenanthridinium-bromide
olivomycin
olivomycin I
mithramycin
mithramycin
nogalamycin
nogalmycin
spiramycin
spiramycin
fusidic acid (sodium salt)
fusidic

phleomycin
colchicine
daunomycin
*Gifts from respective

Manufacturer

Chemic,al name

phleomycin
col chi cine
manufacturers.

Calbiochem, Los Angeles, California
Calbiochem, Los Angeles, California
Calbiochem, Los Angeles, California
Calbiochem, Los Angeles, California
Calbiochem, Los Angeles, California
Mann Research Labs. Inc.
Mann Research Labs. Inc.
Mann Research Labs. Inc.
Mann Research Labs. Inc.
Mann Research Labs . Inc.
Mann Research Labs. Inc.
Mann Research Labs. Inc.
Sigma Chemicals Co. , St. Louis
Nutritional Biochemical Corp.

Strepto myces alboniger

Nutritional

Streptomyces
Streptomyces
Streptomyces
Streptomyces

Gruppo Lepetit, Milan, Italy*
Gruppo Lepetit, Milan, Italy*
Gruppo Lepetit, Milan, Italy*
Gruppo Lepetit, Milan, Italy*
Ciba, Basal, Switzerland*
Ciba, Basal, Switzerland*
Pfizer Inc., Brooklyn, New York *
The UpJohn Co., Dalamazoo, Mich.*
Poulenc. Ltd. , Montreal Canada*
Leo Pharmaceutical
Products*
Bellerup Denmark*
Brostol Labs., Syracuse, New York *
Sargent-Welch Sci. Co.
Gruppo Lepetit, Milan, Italy *

species
species
species
species

Streptomyces olivoreticuli
Streptomyces species
Streptomyces nogalater
Streptomyces ambofaciens
Fusicium coccineum
Streptomyces verticillius
Colchicum leteum

Biochemical

Corp.

11

Local Lesion Plant Hos ts

The local lesion hosts used in thes e experiments
vulgaris

L c . v. Scotia and Pinto . Selected seeds were planted in vermiculite

in clean 10 x 10 x 20 cm black styrene
plastic

trays conta ining Hoagland's

containers

nutrient

23° . Six days after seeding the emerged

that were subirrigated

solution.

in

Seed was germinated

plants in plastic

to a growth chamber where the light intensity
le vel.

were Phaseolus

at

trays were transferred

was 300 foot candles at the leaf

Growth was continued with a 16-hour day at 18° and an 8-hour night at

15° . Primary

l eaves were used in the bioassays

when about two-thirds

fully

expanded at about 14 days after planting .

Experimental

A completely
were selected

randomized

for uniformity

Design

design was used in these experiments.

Plants

of leaf size and color within a given experiment.

The four half leaves from each plant were distributed

among the treatm ents so

that not more than one half leaf from a given plant was used in a given treatment.

One experimental

box , each from a different
were subjected

unit consisted

of six half leaves in a clear polystyrene

bean plant . Either one or two experimental

to the same treatment

ment one to two experimental

in a given experiment.

units were inoculated

dilution in SSC for the determination

units

In every experi-

with the virus at the proper

of the control level of infectivity.

12
Preparation

of Leaves for Inoculation

The stems of the selected bean plants we r e cut below the cotyledons.
The plants were grasped by the stems and in verted in 45° water for one minute
(Yarwood , 1958) .

This treatment

increases

the size of the lesions.

The leaf hal ves were then cut away from the midribs
and placed on 1. 5% agar in clear polystyrene

with scissors

boxes (17. 8 x 8. 3 x 4. 4 cm).

Surface water was blotted from the leaves then the open plastic boxes with half
leaves were pl a ced in a dusting chamber
Four grams

of 600 me sh Carborundum

(1. 07 x 1. 07 m base and 1. 52 m high).

were blown into the dusting chamber

settle on th e lea ves in a uniform manner .

Tight - fitting clear plastic

to

lids were

placed on the boxes until time of inoculations . The half leaves were inoculated
within two hours after their removal

from the growth chamber .

Inoculation of Half Leaves

The inoculation
the Utah State University
Chidester

(1971) .

under the vibrating

Plant Virus Laboratory

by Lamborn,

Cochran,

and

probe of a Branson model L S 300 sonifier while being
The operator's

thumb was used to press

foam pad as the leaf was passed under the vibrating

zontal ultrasonic

probe.

movement

the drop of inoculum between the probe and the leaf.

forces

in

The half leaf with inoculum in position was passed

on a polyfoam pad.

tip into the plastic

was that which had been devised earlier

One drop of inoculum (about O. 01 ml) was placed 1 to 2 cm

below each half leaf tip .

supported

procedure

Immediately

the leaf
hori-

after contact with the probe the passage
The
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continuing passage

movement

half leaf while the ultrasonic
producing

thousands

spreads

action causes the Carborundum

of tiny surface

wounds in the epidermal

containing the virus and the antibiotic
wounds to set up the interactions

in varying degrees

Post Inoculation

treatment

with a wilting stress

lesion formation .

It appeared

abort without this treatment.
leaves
sorbent

(one experimental

paper,

vapor - proof rubber

Treatment

and Chidester

enters

The inoculum
through these
and the

(1971) found that a post inoculation

that many lesions

for the induction of maximum

formed that would normally

During this treatment

the six inoculated half

unit) were sandwiched between two sheets of an adSeven to eight experimental

units each

were held between two glass plates separated

gasket in an incubator

on 1. 5% agar in the polystrene
turgor

to vibrate

of viral infection.

by a thin

at 30° for 12 to 18 hours.

Finally the wilted leaves with the basal adsorbent

leaves recovered

cells.

of the

of Leaves

was very important

towel paper 17 . 8 x 8. 3 cm.

with adsorbent

or the antimetabolite

particles

between the host cell mechanisms

inoculum that finally may result

Lamborn , Cochran,

the inoculum over the remainder

paper were placed

boxes and covered with tight fitting lids .

slowly and were held 0. 3 meters

lamps at 25° for 3 days to permit

The

below fluorescent

lesion development.

Lesion Counting

Lesions were counted 4 to 5 days after inoculation
microscope

with a zoom objective

using a binocular

(0. 7 to 3 X) and 10 X oculars

so that even

14

the smallest

lesi ons could be visualized.

pointed electric

For increased

counting accuracy

a

touch counter was used . Touching a lesion counted it and also

m a rked it as having been counted.
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RE SUL TS AND DISC USSION

Antibiotics

and Antimetabolit es Inhibiting Viral Infection

Results
The concentrations
inhibitory

of antibiotics

effect on TMV infectivity

and antimetabolites

having a maximum

are listed in Table 2. An analysis

ance (Table 6, Appendix) shows the effect of each of these chemicals

of varito be sig-

nificant statistically.
These chemicals

probably

inhibit the virus infection by interfering

some phase of the virus replication

cycle.

centration

is defin ed as the action spectrum

antibiotic

to virus lesion response
or antimetabolite.

7, show a very broad response
evi dent sharp peaks .
inhibitory

The relationship

The action spectra

of inhibitors

of inhibitor

This broad type of action spectrum

effect of these chemicals

suggests

con-

of the

Figures

over a wide range of concentrations

with

1 through

with no
that the

is dose related but still is not critically

dependent upon the amount of chemical

injected into the infected cell at inocula-

tion time with the virus .

Interact ion between inbibitors
The TMV infection inhibitors

(the three derivatives

of rifamycin

were

not included) were mixed with the TMV inoculum so that the final concentration
of each chemical

was at half the optimal level that had been determined

in earlier
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Table 2o Concentrations

Antibiotic

of inhibitors

or antimetabolite

show ing maximum

Maximum eff e ct ive
dose (ppm )

mithramycin

2 o5

X

oli v omycin

5

X

10

nogalamycin

5

X

10

chloramphenicol

5

X

10

fusidic ac.id

3 o 12

sp.iramycin

7. 8

cyclohex.im .ide

L5 x 10

rifamycm

10

SV

10

80
10

10

2
3

10

rifamycin

2. 5

X

10

3
3

78
97

10

puromycin -·di - hydrochlor id

10

duanomycin

10

nalidixic

acid

6 0 25

chloroquine - phosphate

2. 5

phleomyc in

10

colchi.cine

10

ethidiu:m bromide

10

proflavin

6 0 25

X

10

6 0 25

X

10

95
84

4

r ifamycin AF / ABDP

orange

89

60
X

acridine

3

4

2. 5

sulfate

(%)

76

4

X

Maximum inhibition

85

3

X

effects

98

3

rifa mycin (AF/ AB)
(AF/ ABP

3

inhibitory

80

4

83

4

87
X

X

2

10

10

3

4

80
98
88

4

90

4

65
3
3

98
92

80

-

60
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additional
revealed

Each was mixed with the other sixteen inhibitors

information

relating

to that action (Table 3) . Lesion count data

three types of reactions.
No addit iv e inhibitory

induces vi ral lesion formation
induced by each chemical
non additive.

effect . When a mixture
equal to or greater

Fift y- s ix combinations

than the number of lesions

puromycin-di

- hydrochloride

concentration

value the effect of the mixture

(carrying

chemical

alone at half

is called an additive

effects have been shown by twelve of the

combinations o
inhibitory

effects.

chemicals

at half optimum strength

formation

less than the lesions

optimum concentration

When a mixture

concentration

induced by either

inhibitory

are inhibiting the virus infection process
showed synergistic

and riogalamycin,
show a synergistic

members

inhibitory

(carrying

each of two

value) induces TMV lesion
chemical

value the effect of the mixture

effect o The synergistic

combinations

of two chemicals

induced by either

effect . Additive inhibitory

Synergistic

inhibitory

and phleomycin

values for each) induces virus lesion forma-

tion less than the number of lesions

136 chemical

effects.

in this category.

Addit ive inh ibitory effects . When a mixture

optimum concentration

value the effect is

seem to show no additive inhibitory

show t en or mor e interact ion combinations

half - optimum strength

of the two chemicals

alone at half optimal concentration

Colchic ine , ethid ium bromide,

inhibitory

to obtain

alone at half or equal

is said to be a synergistic

effects suggest that two chemicals

at two different

sites.

Forty-nine

effects . Mithramycin,

of the RNA polymerase

inhibition effect in combination

synthesis

olivomycin

inhibitor

with colchicine,

groups,

Table 3.

Interactions

Identification
number

1

of different

inhibitors

on TMV induction

1
Concentration
relative to
oetimum
Equal
Half

Name of
chemical

1

colchicine

53

63

2

mithramycin

79

66

3

olivomycin

70

53

4

nogalamycin

65

66

5

chloramphenicol

79

56

6

cycloheximide

94

92

7

rifamycin

75

75

8

fusidic

9

spiramycin

AF'/AP

acid

93

89

64

59

bromide

85

81

10

ethidium

11

na!idixic

acid

53

64

12

acridine

orange

91

89

13

profla vin SO
4
daunomycin

65

60

14

57

58

15

chloroquine

73

79

16

puromycin-di-HCL

91

88

17

phleomycin

82

80

PO

4

Determined by earlier experiments
levels.
LI= Leaf injury.
*Additive effect.
**Synergistic

(Table 2).
effect.

1

in bean leaves

2
85**

3

4

5

6

85**

84**

70*

91

82**

84**

88**

LI

76**

85**
84**

7

2
Percent Inhibition
Identification
numbers
8
9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

78

91

49

74

71**

90

62

75**

67

68

75

94**

LI

82**

92**

79**

93*

75*

66

76

77

79

LI

76

90

81**

86**

77**

89**

86**

86**

88**

90

78

LI

60

LI

77**

78**

73 ••

80

64

60

68

72

74

LI

93**

LI

92**

76

58

98**

63

58*

80*

68

69

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

86

67

78

77

98 **

94**

87**

67

74

80*

LI

83

92*

97**

94**

93*

92*

92*

90

86*

88**

86

93**

69**

91**

77

80

82

90

73

75

71

76

80

89

84**

72**

85**

88

84*

96**

96**

97h

96**

91**

71**

87**

96**

90**

85**

86

77

81

90

3

LI

87

2

Below control

level s .

3

All intera ctions were determined

with inhibitors

in the inoculum

a half optimum

concentration
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chloramphenicol,

spiramycin,

nation with each other.

ethidium bromide,

Proflavin

fusidic

acid,

acid and in combi-

sulfate and acr idine orange show the same

effect with daunomycin , chloroquine
phleomycin,

nalidixic

phosphat e, pu romycin-di-hydrochloride,

rifamycin

AF / AP and with each other.

Discussion

Mode of action of inhibitors
The twenty inhib itors of the TMV infection process
2. olivom y cin , 3 . nogalamycin , 4. chloramphenicol
6. spiram yci n , 7. rifamy c in SV, 8. rifamycin
ABP,

10 . rifamycin

13 . daunomyc in ,
mycin ,

AF / ABDP,

14. nalidixic

17. proflavin

sulfate,

AF / AB,

orange,

they will be discussed

The action of mithramycin,
the same.

All three strongly

on DNA synthesis
Laika,

1962).

(Yarbro,

in related

the RNA synthesis

directed

16. phleo-

19. colchicine,

and 20.

adenine and deoxythyminr

of these inhibitors

and nogalamycin

inhibit the synthesis

Kennedy and Barnum,

by synthetic

AF/

groups.

olivomycin

It has been shown that neither

9. rifamycin

phosphate,

ethid ium bromide . Because mode(s) of action of certain
are common,

acid,

12. puromycin,

15. chloroquine

18. •acridine

1. rriithramycin,

, 5. fusidic

11. cycloheximide,

acid,

are:

are basically

of RNA with little or no effect
1965; Bhuyan and Smith, 1965;

mithromycin

DNA-polymerase

(Laika, 1962) c Nogalamycin

nor olivomycin
containing

inhibit

deoxy-

caused 99% inhibition of

\

RNA synthesis , by E. coli RNA polymerase,
primer

(Bhuyan and Smith, 1965a).

when poly d AT was used as the

Similar reports

are available

for
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olivomycin,

the most extensively

studied of these three antibiotics.

This anti-

biotic has be en shown to exhibit (70-90%) inhibition of RNA synthesis
centrations

of 0. 3- 0. 8 µg/ml without affecting the formation

(Gause , Loshkareva

and Dudnik, 1965) .

(1965) in that olivomycin
of RNA from ribonucleoside
In our experiments

of DNA and protein

Gause (1967) refers

in the concentration

to work by Gause

of 1 µg/ml inhibited the synthesis

triphosphates

in the RNA polymerase

, mithramycin

appears

system.

to be the strongest

followed by dlivom ycin and nogalamycin , respecti vely (Figure 1).
effect can prob abl y b e attributed

to the fact that the an tibiotics

the synthe sis of RNA from ribonucleoside
system .

Thi s would affect the synthesis

uses the normal RNA polymerase
do not allow the formation
pool.

at the con-

triphosphate

inhibitor,

The inhibitory

strongly

inhibit

in the RNA polymerase

of virus because viral RNA probably

system for its synthesis.

These chemicals

of new RNA from the ribonucleoside

triphosphate

They bind adenine or thymine (Bhuyan and Smith, 1965) . . This results

in the s imultaneous

impairment

Chloramphenicol
polypeptide

formation

inhibits protein

at the ribosomes

It has been reported

1969).

by blocking

This drug has

that when leaf discs of

with TMV, were incubated with 300 ppm of chlorampheni-

col, the virus produced by the drug-treated
that produced by non - treated plants
Hammadi and Pozsar

synthesis

(Gurgo, Apirion and Schlessinger,

been studied with plant viruses .
N. tabacum inoculated

of TMV and normal RNA synthesis.

(Kataoka,

(1968) increased

inhibiting protein and RNA synthesis

plants had the same infectivity
Doke and Hirai,

the susceptibility
of the host cells.

1969).

as

Kiraly,

of bean leaves by
They applied 100 and
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200 ppm of chl.oramphenicol

to the leaves for six days and then inoculated leaves

with virus to get an increased
contradict

those observed

application

of the antibiotic

virus inoculation
an application
interfering

number of virus lesions . These results

in the Utah State University
is important.

may induce a senescent

The time of

An appli cation several

days before

state that favors virus infection,

while

with viral inoculum inhibits virus lesion induction probably by

with virus coat protein formation

time period

studies.

seem to

dur ing the critical

lesion induction

(Figure 2) o

Fusidic acid has been shown to block the activity of one of the factors
of protein

synthesis,

the G-factor,

an enzyme which is responsible

hydrolysis

of GTP and which had been suggested

ribosomes

along m - RNA (Tanaka,

and Lipman , 1966).
m-RNA stops .

When fusidic

Spiramycin

The inhibitory
stages

drugs render

the ribosomes

intact or detached,
or fusidic

1968; Nishizuka

acid is used the ribosomes

movement

of

probably has the same effect .
may occur during the initial

even before viral nucleic acid replicates.
non functional.

also showed significant

acid was supplied to them alone.

reduced but detectable,

to be involved in moving

Kinoshita and Masukawa,

effect of these chemicals

of infection perhaps

for the

In our experiments,

chlorosis,
Chlorosis

These

the leaves

when either

spiramycin

was however,

even at the very low concentrations

much

used in these experi-

ments .
Rifamycinand
specifically

inhibit

cycloheximide

the attachment

were the other antibiotics
of m-RNA to ribosomes.

studied which
These drugs may
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also inhibit polypeptide
m - RNA, respectively
Sisler,

chain formation
(Calvori,

1965) . Rifamycin

structurally

different

.ifamycin,

DNA polymerase
1971).

Rifamycin

Frontali,

Leoni and Tecee,

from other known antibiotics.
Rifamycin

the derivatives

activity of several
SV, the parent

RNA- DNA hybr ids utilizing

SV form.

,of rifamycin

compound,

that are
has been

AF/ABP and

inhibit the RNA dependent
(Follett and Pennington,
The formation

and a DNA polymerase

(Follett and Pennington,

of RNA- DNA hybrids utilizing

and Huber,

AF/ABDP,

has little effect .

a viral RNA template

1971).

TMV-RNA has been reported

1971), the exact role of the hybrids with respect
reported

research

and its derivatives,

effect of rifamycin

AF/ABP and AF/ABDP has been observed.
rifamycin

SV is comparatively

tion was shown by AF/AP
rifamycin

The inhibitory

less than its derivatives

(Figure 3).

of

activity

Though the
(Siegel

to the replication

of TMV is not yet clear . In the TMV experiments
, a strong inhibitory

along

1965; Siegel and

This antibiotic

RNA tumor viruses

is also inhibited by these derivatives
formation

of ribosomes

is the basis for a family of antibiotics

studied mainly in its original
demethyl

and advancement

in this Ph.D.
AF/ AP,

effect given by

where about 95% inhibi-

The exact mechanism

of the action of

is unknown •.
Experiments

with cycloheximide

inhibit the multiplication
In other experiments

inoculation

of tobacco necrosis

a stimulatory

leaf discs was observed,

show that 15-20 ppm of this drug

effect on TMV multiplication

when the treatment

(Ouchi, Furusawa

virus on bean leaves

was initiated

and Akai, 1969).

(Zahn, 1965).
in tobacco

24 hours after

In the same set of experiments
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inhibition was observed
inoculation

or carried

when the treatment
out at concentrations

was more toxic than chloramphenicol
centrations,
phenicol

was started

immediately

high er than 2 ppm.

to the bean plants,

it is a more potent inhibitor

after

Cycloheximide

but at its non-toxic

of TMV lesion formation

con-

than chloram-

(Figure 2).
Puromycin

incomplete

peptides

interferes

with protein

synthesis

(Rabinowitz and Fisher,

1962).

petes with normal t-RNA by acting as a phenyl-alanyl
and Delhab , 1959 ; Noll , Stachelin and Wettstein,

leading to the release
Apparently

the drug com-

t-RNA analog (Yarmolinsky

1963).

The drug, however,

does not affect m - RNA or aminoacy l -S- RNA binding to ribosomes,
blocks the peptide synthesis
puromycin,

observed

reaction.

of viral - RNA directed

because

effect of

(Figure 4) could be at the initial level

protein formation.

of viral coat polymerization

but primarily

This suggest~ that the inhibitory

in these experiments

of

Inhibition could also occur at the site

the protein formed may be incomplete

or

defective .
The ability of daunomycin
has been shown by various
Scarpinato

and Valentini,

a selective

interference

physico-chemical
1965; Kersten

in this group,

Yamagunchi

and Umezaw,

methods

and Kersten,

(Calendi,

di Marco, Reggiani

1965b).

In E. coli K 12,

of daunomycin with the multiplication

phage , has also been reported
classified

to react with DNA and RNA to form complexes

(di Marco,

1967).

Phleomycin,

also inhibits DNA, RNA and protein

of T series

(DNA)

another antibiotic
synthesis

(Tanaka,

1963).

The mode of action of these chemicals
study in a plant virus system.

has been a subject of very limited

When daunomycin was supplied in the dark for

31
12 hours to 32-hour-infected
pulse,

the incorporation

leaf discs of N. tabacum followed by a 7 hour 32 P

of 32 Pinto

host nucleic acid and TMV-RNA remained

unaffected by the presence

of antibiotic

had already

that the drug showed its maximum effect only when

been reported

applied with inoculum,
Wildman,

1967).

of this Ph.D.

(Betto , Conti and Vegetti,

or in the early phases of virus infection

The strong inhibitory

research

1968).

But it

(Hirai and

effect obtained in the TMV experiments

(Figure 5), seems to suggest that the drug forms a com-

plex with TMV-RNA that interferes
DNA and TMV-·RNA hybridization
1970), if hybridization

with viral-RNA

synthesis.

has also been reported

(Siegel and Huber,

is needed for TMV-RNA replication

action of these antibiotics

could be through the formation

A limited host

then the mode of
of a complex with DNA,

which may inhibit the hybridization.
The biochemical
The chemical

of 6 µg/ml

of 100 µg/ml,

observed

(Driedger

50 µg/ml

of the chemical

is still obscure.

acid strongly

(Driedger

in Micrococcus

and Greystom,

81 to 99% inhibition of protein

and Greystone,

Cook, 1965) . However,
systems

acid seems to be wide and varied.

was found to inhibit DNA synthesis

at the concentrations
centrations

effect of nalidixic

1971).

completely

In another experiment

It has already

synthesis

of nalidixic

level,

to inhibit protein

At the conwas also
with E . coli,

(Gros, Deitz and

acid on host cell

been shown in bacteria

that nalidixic

without affecting RNA synthesis

Deitz and Cook, 1965) . Unless the action of this chemical
the ribosomal

synthesis

inhibited DNA synthesis

the exact mechanism

inhibits protein

1971).

radiodurans

synthesis,

is presumed

(Gros,
to be at

its action on the TMV infection
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process

cannot be elucidated.

the exact mechanism

Further

evidence needs to be presented

to show

of action of nalidixic acid on host and viral biosynthetic

system .
The biochemical
limited studies
synthesis

action of chloroquine

phosphate

in plant and animal cell systems.

of Bacillus

megaterium,

has been a subject of

A block in the nucleic acid

when treated

with the drug, has been reported

(Ciak and Hahn, 1966) . When global-RNA was labeled with
active label was lost progressively
isms,

but not from drug-free

tographic

analysis

megaterium

control bacteria

of the phenol extracted

, upon exposure

most of the 23S ribosomal
of ribosomal

from chloroquine

14

phosphate

c uracil,

radio-

exposed organ-

(Ciak and Hahn, 1966).

global nucleic acid revealed

Chromathat B.

to the drug for one hour, had lost all of the 16S and
RNA 's;

RNA suggested

t-RNA and DNA were not degraded.

that the ribosome

particles

themselves

This loss

were break-

ing up .
Thus it appears
the TMV infection process
that further

synthesis

viral polymerization

that one mode of inhibition of chloroquine
(Figure 5), could be the destruction

of proteins

is blocked.

If viral protein

phosphate

in

of ribosomes

so

cannot be formed

cannot occur and the infection aborts.

On the other hand, Cohen and Yielding (1965) found a close correlation
between the inhibition of E. coli RNA polymerase

and the drug concentration.

It was also shown that the drug could inhibit RNA as template

as well as DNA.

It was proposed

group of guanine (O'Brien,

that chloroquine

for RNA synthesis

binds specifically

Olenick and Hahn, 1966).

to 2-amino

From these findings,

it
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appears

that chloroquine

group of guanine .

could inhibit TMV replication

In addition,

by binding to the 2-amino

it might also act by destroying

Although the use of colchicine

has been extensive

ribosomes.

in the studies

mitosis , its biochemical

mode of action is yet to be understood.

suggested

affects nuclear

that colchicine

but Taylor
mitosis .

RNA synthesis

(1960) has shown that synthesis
Ilan and Quastel

of proteins

(1966) observed

but stimulates

RNA synthesis.

complex between colchicine
drug in suppressing
primer

Further

malitor.

and RNA is minimal during
of 10 to 200 µg/ml

L. inhibits DNA synthesis

evidence indicates

and DNA, and it is suggested

DNA synthesis

Swann (1957)

and thereby mitosis,

that administration

of colchic ine to pupa of the beetle Tenebrio

of

the formation

of a

that the effect of the

is due to its combination

with the DNA

(template) .
Reddi (1959) showed that the number of TMV rods in the top leaves,

where the RNase activity was lower,
the bottom leaves in tobacco.
synthesized
cellular

by utilizing

nucleotide

was comparatively

Gordon (1959) also,

the decomposition

pool.

Its inhibitory

(Figure 4) in bean leaves in our experiments
RNA may not be stimulated

stated that TMV-RNA was

product of pre-existing

Whether colchicine

in bean leaves is not known.

stimulates

as an inhibitor

discussed

RNA in the

the production

of RNA

effect on the TMV infection process
suggests

that the synthesis

but the real reason for this effect is unknown.

drug also forms a complex with DNA (Ilan and Quastel,
other chemicals

few when compared with

earlier,

1966) .

this complex formation

of the TMV infection process.

of TMVThe

So like certain

cannot be ruled out
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Ethidium bromide

inhibits DNA-dependent-nucleic

of E . coli , and is capable of forming reversible
RNA (Waring,
synthesis

1963).

complexes

complexes

with RNA or DNA.

and also that the drug forms

It is thus possible

of this drug on nucleic acid in vivo and vitro are direct
physical

binding to these substances.

as sites for attachment
The inhibitory
process

with both DNA and

Waring (1964, 1965) showed that the inhibition of RNA

is dose dependent with ethidium bromide

metachromatic

acid polymerase

consequences

It has been suggested

of ethidium bromide

effect of ethidium bromide

in bean leaves in this Ph.D.

that the effect

that purines

to nucleic acids (Waring,

dissertation

research

the formation

of a complex between

ethidium bromide

be ruled out.

There is a significant

decrease

to this drug .

may bind to the purine molecules
rendering

them non-functional
The protein

tive charges.
molecules

that the drug molecules

in the ribonucleoside-triphosphate

of an added chemical

chemical

coat.

charges

to the actively

may influence the infectivity

orange are positively

positive

and negacharged

of the TMV.

charged molecules .

case such a complex could possibly

of the virus.

interfere

Pro-

It is postu-

with the

coat or with the viral nucleic acid after the removal

In either

replication

pool, thus

for host RNA or DNA or viral RNA synthesis .

lated that the action of these compounds can be due to a combination

protein

Here again

(Table 2) in the TMV infection

It is also possible

The binding of these residual

intact virus protein

to ,

and host DNA, also cannot

coat of TMV is known to carry residual

flavin sulfate and acridine

1965).

might be attributed

of a complex between viral RNA and drug (Figure 4).

in response

act

observed with the TMV infection

the formation

process

of its

of the

with the bio-
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Proflavin
inhibitory

sulfate and acridine

effect on bacterial

(Crow t her and Melnick,
in the infectivity

orange have been shown to have a strong

(Fitzgerald

1961).

and Le e, 1946) and animal viruses

Chant and Tovey (1965) reported

of tobacco necrosis

virus on bean leaves,

applied 24 hours before or after inoculation.

shown to form complexes

with viral-RNA.

nucleic acid from TMV was inactivated
acridine

orange (Shastri an d Gordon,
In experiments

concentrations

centrations
prolonged

dia lysis .

of virus,

of proflavin

to be diminishing

periods

of dialysis.

products

observed.

Therefore,

responsible

for the observed

prolonged

effect.

with
at lower con-

Inhibition after

are still tightly bound to the

This bonding between the dye molecule
because

and viral protein

dialysis

and lower starting

But even after incubating

at pH 3. 0 overnight,

sulfate with

for 24-48-72 and

effect was more pronounced

that some molecules

reduced the inhibitory

and 96-hour-dialysis

with TMV infection

to dialysis

effects appeared

seems to be some what reversible,
concentrations

concentrations

and with greater

suggests

virus prote in coat .

1966a) .

were subjected

This diminishing

of chemicals,
dialysis

It has been shown that infectious

with visible light when complexed with

When different

96-hour intervals , the inhibitory
increased

orange has been

(Figure 6) inhibition was observed when the chemical

was used in the inoculum.
standard

was

that the dye can

Acridine

conducted in this Ph . D. research

in be an le aves , a strong

when proflavin

This suggests

effect the initial and later stages of the infection.

a reduction

72 hour-

88 to 100% inhibition was

dye attached to the virus and not free dye seems to be
inhibitory

effect .
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Dialysis
concentration
(Figure 7).

of varying concentrations

of vir us gave results
The inhibitory

contrasting

effect of acridine

stronger

with prolonged

observed

with 48-hour-dialysed

dialysis.

orange with a standard

to those of proflavin
orange appeared

sulfate

to be getting

Almost complete inhibition

(86-100%) was

inoculum while 24-hour-dialysed

inoculum

showed 50 to 90% and the undialyzed
48 - hour - dialysed

of acridine

product showed 23 to 90% inhibition.

in oculum was centrifuged

tested for infectivity , a sharp decrease

at 5000 rpm for 20 minutes,

in the inhibitory

effect of acridine

When
and then
orange

was observed . Because dye was seen in a pellet in the bottom of the centrifuge
tube it was assumed

that clumped dye crystals

that had never gotten truly solu-

bilized in the water but had been loosely adsorbed
The complex formed between acridine
affected by light.
virus particles

Prolonged

dialysis

dialysis

orange and viral protein

were removed.

coat may be

in light gi ve s a prolonged exposure

to the dye molecules

recorded . But because

on viral surfaces

and to light and a greater

in the dark was not carried

of

inhibition was
out this postulated

effect of light must still remain a speculation.

However , a similar

inhibition has already been shown with isolated

TMV-RNA (Shastri and Gordon,

1966 ). These drugs may also complex with the multiplying
in host cells .

Interaction

Further

experiments

photodynamic

stages of the virus

need to be done to study this possibility .

between inhibitors

The interaction
action of the inhibitors

study with the inhibitors
could be either

with the virus infection process

suggests

that the combined

on the same biochemical

(in a non complementary

site interfering

manner) or on two
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different

biochemical

additive inhibitory
affecting

sites o The results

effects suggests

of these chemicals
other chemical

blocks biochemical

combinations

show additive inhibitory

in a complementary

sites interfering

fusidic

inhibition.

(93%), chloroquine

(92%) but the half-fold

phosphate

inhibitory

synergistic

inhibitory

between these

effects.

effect suggests

sulfate,

acid

(92%) and puromycin - di -

suggest that the slight interactions,

The fact that some chemicals
proflavin

For

effect with nalidixic

that the two chemicals

bination are probably blocking different biochemical

and nogalamycin;

seems to

dilution of fusidic acid alone gives (89%)

are due to complementary

infection process .

But in most of the

of other chemical

acid shows an additive inhibitory

A synergistic

that the other

inhibition of the viral infection process.

The over all results

combinations,

One chemical

effect of a half - fold dilution of either

is so weak that the presence

(92%), daunomycin

site interfering

manner.

for some reason.

of this group the diminishing

play a minor role in fruther

effects probably

with virus infection process

alone fails to block effectively

hydrochloride

with the

The effect of either

are both affecting the same biochemical

of the two chemicals

example,

(interfering

is ineffective.

chemicals

interactions

mechanisms

in a non complement ary manner.

with the virus infection process

chemical

showing no

on a host system m ay be so complete that the addition of the

When chemical
the paired

chemicals

that the two chemica ls were probably

the same site in the biochemical

virus infection process)

of paired

acridine

in com-

sites or steps in the viral

(mithramycin,

olivomycin

orange) show most of their

effects with the same array

of chemicals

suggests

a
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common and specific
But chemicals
binations

mode of action of these members

within a sub-group

with each other.

also show synergistic

This suggests

inhibitory

effects in com-

that their effect as individual

is never so strong so that it is complete.
chemical

of the same sub-group.

chemicals

The "back-up action" of the other

of the same group blocks sites that escaped

the action of the first

chemical.
This data could alse be interpreted
binations

in which both chemicals

both long enough to interfere
give no additive inhibitory

have a comparatively

substantially
effect .

in a different

way.

Chemical

com-

short active half life (but

with the virus infection process)

If one of the two paired

chemicals

might

has a

longer active half life, than the other then the inhibition is extended to cover a
longer time scale in the infection process.
synergistic

effects .

This interpretation

a plant virus infection process

This could give either additive or
of our data may be more significant

where no synchronization

infecting plant cells is seen . Chemical

combinations

life would also have the advantage of aborting

Antibiotics

and Antimetabolites

in

of virus particles

with the fairly long half

slow developing virus infections.

Stimulating

Viral Infection

Results
The concentrations
stimulatory
variance

of antibiotics

effect on TMV infectivity

and antimetabolites

are listed in Table 4.

(Table 7, Appendix) of each of these chemicals

is statistically

significant.

having a maximum
An analysis

of

shows that their effect
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Table 4.

Concentrations

Antibiotic

or antimetabolite

of stimulators

2. 5

actinomycin

9

10

X

720

720
2

7• 8

5- fl.uorouracil

15 . 6

X

2
10 - 12 . 5

6.25

X

10

sulfate

carizonphilin

mitomycin

10

X

3

62. 5 units / ml

C

chromomycin

6.25

A

3

4.8

effects

(%)

3

hydroxyurea

erythromycin

stimulatory

Maximum stimulation

Maximum effective
dose (ppm)

kanamycin - sulfate

D

showing maximum

X

10

2

420

X

10

3

350 - 400

200

140

170

99

40

These chemicals
interfere
usually

probably

with some cellular-antiviral

the TMV infection because

biochemical

resistance

causes a beginning TMV infection to abor t.

stimulatory

they

mechanism

Generally

that

the maximum

effect is very dependent upon dosage with the optimum occurring

a very limited concentration
In general

the action spectra

that a very precise

(Figures

8 through 11) show

of the peaks of the stimulators

amount of each chemical

should be injected into

along with the- virus to do a sp e cific blocking job

stage in an antiviral

do the job because

of stimulators

The sharpness

each infected cell at inoculation
on a specific

at

range.

one or two very sharp peaks .
suggests

stimulate

defense mechanism.

not enough chemical

A le s ser amount fails to

gets to the right place at the right time

to do the optimum blocking job that is needed if the virus infection is to succeed.
A greater

amount does the job adequately but excess

feres with the mechanisms
virus infection aborts,

of the biochemistry

residue

is left which inter-

of virus reproduction

even after the cellular

antiviral

so that the

defense mechanisms

has been blocked.
The fact that a stimulator
may suggest that the chemical

chemical

attacks

the cellular

at two different biochemical

levels.

spectra

chromomycin

are carzinophilin,

has two peaks in an action spectrum

Chemicals

antiviral

defense mechanisms

with double-peaked

A3, and 5-fluroouracil.

action
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ppm

of stimulators

780

1560

3120

8

16

32

62

125

Concentration,
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500

ppm.

on TMV lesion inducation in bean leaves in two experiments.
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Interaction

between stimulators
The interaction

similar

study between the stimulators

to that described

also suggested

earlier

for inhibitor s.

virus lesion formation

additive.

equal to or less than the number of lesions

Non additive combinations
and actinomycin

and 5- fluorouracil,

carzinophilin

mycin D, mitomycin

that the eight chemical

additive biochemical
and chromomycin

kanamycin

and actino-

mycin A , and,
3

mitomycin

combinations

C and 5-fluorouracil.

listed above probably affect the
in a non complementary
of two chemicals

manner.

(carrying

induced by either chemical

half -

actinomycin

kanamycin

and chromomycin

D and 5-fluorouracil,

and 5-fluorouracil,
A and 5-fluorouracil.
3

The

appear to be hydroxyurea

and 5-fluorouracil,
kanamycin

alone at half

is called additive.

of TMV stimulators

and erythromycin,

chromomycin

It

values for each) induces virus lesion formation

combinations

C, erythromycin

and kanamy-

carzinophilin

value the effect of the mixture

and 5-fluorouracil,

and mitomycin

to be hydroxyurea

and kanamycin,

A , carzinophilin
3

mycin D, kanamycin

value the effect is non-

C, hydroxyurea

than the number of the lesions

optimum concentration

induced by

and mitomycin

When a mixture

concentration

induces

D, hydroxyurea

defense mechanism

Additive effects.
optimum strength

appeared

C and kanamycin,

same cellular-antiviral

greater

of the two chemicals

alone at half optimum concentration

cin, hydroxyurea

appears

Lesion count data (Table 5)

three types of interactions.

Non additive effects . When a mixture

each chemical

was done in a manner

mitomycin

and actinoA ,
3

erythromycin
C and chromo-

Table 5.

Interaction

of different

stimulators

on TMV lesion induction in bean leaves

Name of
chemical

Concentration
relative to
optimum
Equal
half

1

hydroxyurea

150

85

2

carzinophilin

115

114

3

kanamycin

190

50

4

actinomycin

175

100

5

erythromycin

260

180

6

mitomycin

455

320

7

chromoycin

205

55

8

5-fluorouracil

440

235

Identification
number

D

C
A

3

1

1
3

!Determined by earlier experiments
(Table 4).
Above control levels.
3
All interactions were determined with stimulators
*Additive effect.
**synergistic
effect.

2
180 **

3

2
Percent stimulation
Identification numbers
4
6
5

80

95

340 **

110

45

25

145

140 *

7

8

90 *

125

615 **

195 **

370*

230 *

215

165 *

360*

345 **

430 *

320 **

410*

440 *

420 **

405*

385 *

275
34 5*

in the inoculum a half optimum concentration

levels.
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Synergistic
at half-optimum
greater

effect.

strength

When a mixture

concentration

than sum of the lesions

optimum concentration
synergistic

induced by either

chemical

that the two chemicals

sites or steps in antiviral

The synergistic
carzinophilin

actinomycin

D and crythromycin,

observed

and mitomycin

The

are probably biocking different
.

ranked in order of stimulative

C, erythromycin

hydroxyurea

and chromomyc in A , carzinophilin
3

alone at half or equal

is called synergistic.

defense mechanisms

combinations

ability are,

each of two chemicals

value) induces TMV lesion formation

value the effect of the mixture

effect suggests

biochemical

(carrying

and chromomycin

and crythromycin,

and chromomycin

A ,
3

actinomycin

A , an d hydroxyurea
3

D
and

car zinophilin .

Discussion

Mode of action of stimulators
Tobacco mosaic

virus infection

2. carzinophilin,

3. mitomycin,

6. 5-fluorouracil,

7. kanamycin

inhibitors

stimulators

4. actinomycin
sulfate,

were 1. hydroxyurea,

D, 5. chromomycin

and 8. erythromycin.

the mode (s) of action of some of these stimulators

may be common.

In this discussion

chemicals

A ,
3

As with TMV
on host cell systems

having similar

modes of action

will be grouped.
Hydroxyurea,
unexpectedly
bacteriocidal

a specific

bacteriostatic
(Rosenkranz,

rather
Gorro,

reversible

inhibitor

of DNA synthesis,

than like most other DNA inhibitors
Levy and Carr,

1966).

is
which are

A degradative

effect
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of hydroxyurea
Korngold,

on isolated

DNA has also been reported

Krim and Balis ,

treated

reduction .

with hydroxyurea

Levy and Carr,

appear

ribosomal-RNA

to be normal

of mice.

Terawaki

(1966) reported

duction of DNA and does not affect the production
used to treat.§_ . coli or Bacillus

replication.

in terstrand

by the same authors

The inhibitory
to speculate

that this might prevent

reclaimed

the pro-

of either protein

or RNA when

that carzinop hilin

ation properties

(Terawaki,

the activation

of DNA

of B . subtilis

1966a) .
would lead one

of a host defense mechanism,

in the host cells utilizing

from degenerated

nucleic acids.

of DNA might make these products

acid synthesis.

1963) .

that the drug inhibits

the virus attack.

pyrimidines

degrades

NK/NY

effect of these drugs on DNA production

TMV-RNA may be synthesized

synthesis

lymphoma

which caused the inhibition

the transform

Gorro,

1962) showed a

in ascite

They indicated

cross-linkages

That the drug inhibits

DNA was also reported

against

subtilis.

(Rosenkranz,

. (Tanko,

in RNA production

and Greenberg

that the

and m-RNA from cells

and functional

1966) 0 Studies with carzinophilin

in DNA and an increase

Because

existing
Its effects

only inhibits

hydroxyurea

DNA (Bendichs,

inhibits

Borenfreund

could be more pronounced

new DNA synthesis

,

of interfer ence with ribonucleotide

The ribosomes,

decrease

acted to produce

Borenfreund

1963)0 Young and Rodas (1964) suggested

action of this compound was a result
(diphosphate)

(Bendichs,

(Figure

8).

purines

An inhibition

more available

in the

for vir al nucleic

new DNA synthesis
, Korngold,

or

and also

Krim and Balis,

than that of carzinophilin

which
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Several

effects

of the mitomycin

reported

in animal and bacterial

synthesis

(Szybalski and Iyer,

to the replication
DNA strands

process

cell systems .

imposed by cross

Franklin,

1961) is primarily

the repair

of mitomycin -alkylated

the inhibition

1965).

towards

in bean leaves

breakdown

of the hindrance

of DNA (Reich and
phenomenon

connected

synthesis

show that mitomycin's

effect observed

(Figure

due to inhibition

on

primary

of m - RNA (Coles and Gross,

that the stimulatory

in these experiments

of DNA and partly

with

The drug has also been shown to inhibit

DNA, with inhibition

These findings suggest

infection

of DNA

(Iyer and Szybalski , 1963) . Kinetic studies

of DNA, RNA and protein

a ttack is directed

been

links between the complementary

to the excision

DNA .

inhibition

the results

1963) . Breakdown

related

transformation

Selective

1967) is probably

(Iyer and Szybalski,

DNA-mediated

attack on DNA have already

on the TMV

8), is partly because

in the synthesis

of

of m - RNA of the

host cells.
Actinomycin

D and chromomycin

study as DNA-dependent - RNA - synthesis
Knight (1963) reported
synthesis

that actinomycin

without affecting

A have been a sub je ct of extensive
3
inhibitors
D inhibits

in cell system.

Sanger and

DNA-dependent -c ellular-RNA

TMV-RNA multiplication.

Here,

however,

the anti-

biotic was applied 24 hours after inoculation.
But the possibility
genetic

information

hypothesis
paring

of virus interfering

contained

symptoms

transcription

in DNA to m-RNA cannot be ruled out.

was tested by inoculating

drug-induced

with the normal

of

This

tobacco plants with drugs alone and com-

with virus inoculated

plants .

The application

of
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these concentrations
symptom

similar

of these chemicals

to that of virus inoculated

The similarity
symptoms
because

suggests

ferent
normal

that systemic

symptoms

of TMV could be a reflection

m - RNA synthesis.

be a more effective
10) .

symptoms
treated

(4. 8 ppm).

inhibitor

gives a stronger

This suggests

much earlier

some plant viruses

to infection.

For the production

that actinomycin

than chromomycin

A -treated
3

acquired

resistance

A

3

mosaic
D-

in certain hypersensitive

leaf tissue near virus induced local lesions become
that a substance(s)

which induces resistance

of this resistance-inducing

is producted

in uninfected
substance

of the cell from DNA to RNA has to operate.

cription

mechanism

is sensitive

to actinomycin

Malamy and Alexander,

after the

adjacent

tissues.

probably the trans-

mechanism

Furth,

D may

plants.

cription

(Hurtwitz,

(99%)

3

by Yarwood (1953 , 1969) and Ross (1961a) that

It is possible

initial virus inoculation

A

and were more severe with the actinomycin

induce localized

the uninfected

with

stimulatory

(9 ppm) than chromomycin

plants than with the chromomycin

resistant

produced by dif-

This is also supported by the fact that the drug-induced

appeared

i.e.,

of symptoms

of m-RNA synthesis

It has been observed

hosts,

of genetic information

of the degree of interference

The actinomycin-D

at its optimal concentration

and TMV

in vir us infe cted plants may arise

Thus, the variety

effect (720%) at its optimal concentration

(Figure

plants .

with the normal transcription

in DNA tom-RNA.

strains

of a mosaic

between these antibiotic - induced symptoms

TMV interferes

contained

showed the development

D and chromomycin

This transA

3

1962; Ward, Reich and Goldburg,
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1965).

Because

these drugs inhibit transcription

the formation

of this resistance

inducing agent may not be initiated.
Five-fluorouracil
gists.

No significant

has been a subject of much study among plant virolo-

differences

in the infectivity

of the 5-fluorouracil-substi-

tuted TMV were found in tests of local lesion hosts (Gordon and Stachelin,
Other reports
in infectivity
incorporation

(Sutic, Becarevic
and serological

by 5-fluorouracil,
comparison

(1968).

characteristics.

1960).

experiments
incorporation

of new mutants has

in the number of mutants in

of the possible

effects of 5-fluorouracil

Experiments

with bacteria

reported

in this Ph.D . research,

of the chemical

the primary

effects,

(Naono and

observed

could be because

in the

of the immediate

m-RNA of the host

the production

of antiviral

proteins,

cause of virus inhibition in host cells.

One of the peculiar
the Utah State University
In a series

show that 5-fluorouracil

into the newly synthesised

m-RNA could suppress

on the

could modify virus

changes in the quality of protein produced

If so, then it seems that the stimulatory

cells . A defective

effect.

That the

TMV in which 36 to 56% of uracil was replaced

of amino acids in TMV proteins . Changed protein

in m-RNA induces radical

probably

could result in the production

TMV.

decrease

with controls.

biological

Gros,

substituted

showed a five to ten-fold increase

There are no reports
sequence

1964) show a significant

activy of 5-fluorouracil

of 5-fluorouracil

been shown by Kramer

and Djordjevic,

1959).

features

experiments

of experiments,

of the action of 5-fluorouracil
was the inconsistency
the stimulatory

observed

in its stimulatory

effect was observed

to be

in
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within the range of 30 to 400%.
to lie somewhere

Part of the explanation

property

structure

synthesis

infection process
reversible
process

may lie

for misreading

known.

to act

As yet the chemical

nor is its effect on virus

effect obtained in the TMV infection

experiments

be explained with the evidence available
one level of inhibition in host cells.

It appears

induced by this drug is found to be

The stimulatory

in the Utah State University

subunits.

is not understood,

The reaction

(Goroni, 1966) .

in vivo (Goroni and

Gorini and Dav is, 1965).

at level of the 308 ribosomal

responsible

values

of this chemical.

1965) and in vitro (Davies,

on protein

The half-

of this inconsistency

Kanamycin has been shown to cause misreading
Kataja,

seems

within this range give diff erent optimal stimulatory

experiments.

in the mutational

concentration

within a range of 1562 to 12 ,500 ppm (Figure 11).

fold concentrations
in different

The optimal stimulatory

(Figure 12)., however,

cannot

now . The drug may act at more than

It appears

to inhibit the antiviral

cellular

defense mechanism.
Erythromycin,
synthesis

a protein

of DNA or RNA (Nakagawa,

structural

activity relationships.

does not lend itself readily
inhibit the polymerization
of ribosomes
Corcoran,
versity

synthesis

1960), has also not been studied for its

This is because

to organic

synthetic

research

the molecule

studies.

of phenyl alanine in polyuridylic

and enzymes of B. subtilis.
1963a).

inhibitor with no effect on the bio-

The stimulatory

(Taubman,

of this antibiotic

The drug is found to
acid-directed

systems

So, Young, Davie and

effect of this drug in this Utah State Uni-

(Figure 11) may be attributed

to the inhibition of antiviral
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proteins

being manufactured

in host cells just after inoculation.

hand, it has also been observed
erythromycin

render

that pretreatment

these ribosomes

Porroel,

1954).

The stimulatory

process

suggests

that ribosomal

during the antiviral

biochemical

incapable

unpublished)

repeating
nucleotides

Plant Virus Laboratory

that the fully infective

The passage

RNA once could result

7, 000 to 10, 000

sequences

of a 10-unit polyribosome
in the production

into making virus protein.

the cell until it dies.
and continually
m-RNAs.

cellular

Once the cellular

synthesizing

ribosomes

being replaced

the production

that they

among the cell ribosomes

by new viral RNA has an advantage over other
against the misreading

induced by kanamycin or

while these drugs at the same time might destroy

of normal RNA messengers

begin

The viral RNA may continue to dominate

Such as RNA firmly entrenched

It may be protected

erythromycin

infection.

protein.

along a

RNA could completely

making the viral protein demanded by viral RNA, it is quite probable
never again produce

(in series)

of 330 viral protein

all other RNA within the cell to channel all protein

machinery

(Cochran

TMV-RNA is a long

is probably

subunits . It is easy to envision how such a polymerized
dominate

at least

interaction.

contains 23 to 33 repeating

that code for virus protein.
10,000 nucleotide

in the TMV infection

phase of the virus-host

The effective polymer

long and perhaps

(Benigo and

function may have been impaired,

have established

RNA polymer.

of E. coli with

of functioning

effect of erythromycin

Studies in the Utah State University,
et al.,

of ribosomes

On the other

that come to the ribosomes

of interfrom-like-proteins

the effectiveness

carrying

that would normally

information

abort the viral

for
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Interaction

between stimulators
The interaction

study within the stimul ators suggests

action of the stimulators
mentary

could be on the same bioche mical site in a non comple-

or complementary

chemical

combinations

manner

or on two different biochemical

show no additive effect,

affect the same site in the same biochemical
manner .

The combination

either

defense mechanisms.

chemical

certain

manner.

combinations

process

dosages.

of am-RNA

But the chemical

stimulatory

that
at DNA sites

proteins

that

to an invading virus.
show additive effects probably the paired

combination

within the cell that inhibits subsequent

combination

remain-

after inhibiting

It is postulated

site in a complementary

One chemical blocks sites that the other chemical

The synergistic

antiviral

biochemical

are both affecting the same biochemical

for some reason.
residue

in a non complementary

the genetic code for interferon-like

are usually made in a rapid response
When chemical

When

probably

may res ult in residues

probably blocked the synthesis

and that this m-RNA carried

chemicals

mechanism

sites.

Thus the net effect would be the same as if

alone was used at excessive

of the chemicals

the two chemicals

of two such chemicals

ing in the cell that block the virus formation
the cellular

that the combined

alone fails to block

does not result in an excess
viral biochemical

effect suggests

processes

.

that the two chemicals

are probably blocking different biochemical

in

sites or steps in an

defense mechanism.
One of the outstanding

phllin and mitomycin

C.

synergistic

It is interesting

combinations

appeared

to be carzino-

to note that these two chemicals

have
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the broadest
chemicals

action spectra

of all of the stimulators.

alone are relatively

uncritical

nation could produce a desirable
of the sensitivity
stimulative
cellular

antibiotics

antiviral

Welkie,

TMV infection process

effect . A considerable

mechanism .
Chidester,

Chandrasekhar

using infrared

and Lee (1962) studied the

spectrophotometry

and noted pronounced

RNA failed to induce similar
It is possible

the biochemical
mechanism
deficiencies

trigger

that the protein

that sets off the bean plants cellular

that were detected by infrared

antiviral

mechanism

that the biochemical

defense

Supporting evidence
so soon.

If a biochemical

is going to have value it has to act quickly before

well established.

event triggered

even before a virus particle

acid to start the infection process.

The above infrared

by the viral protein

during the first 50 minutes of the infection.

for the optimum effectiveness

antiviral

is

induced the biochemical

spectroscopy.

is the fact that the change occurred

the virus infection becomes

Infective viral

covering of an invading viral particle

and that the functioning of this mechanism

defensive

to the

changes until more than a day later in the infection

for this hypothesis

probably

to be related

of virus protein on the viral rods used as inoculum.

process.

improvement

can probably be made by mixing several

changes during the first hour of infection that appeared
presence

that their combi-

with the inoculum to give a maximum blockage to the

resistance

Cochran,

one might anticipate

stimulatory

of the TMV bio-assay

Because dosages of these

studies revealed

coat went to completion

Thus, this reaction

was completed

could be uncoated to e:,,..'J)osethe nucleic
The timing of the detected change is correct

of an antiviral

defensive mechanism.
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If there is such a mechanism

utilizing

the knowledge obtained from our study.

TMV stimulators

and mitomycin
actinomycin

probably

erythromycin

of m-RNA,

and kanamycin

sulfate.

rods are attracted

to certain

with the DNA for adsorbed
the viral protein

surface

of uncovering

antibiotics

Perhaps

a code for the production

of a specific m-RNA .

the code for an interferon-like

of this special

and then migrates

antiviral

of an antiviral

5-fluorouracil

This
The

C, actinomycin
defensive

m-RNA is not blocked by

interferon-like

or kanamycin

the act

protein.

biochemical

to the ribosomes

somes there is a third chance to block this antiviral
Erythromycin,

to

might react with the DNA to stop

If the DNA is not blocked by an tibiotics

If the synthesis

it is formed

the virus

the DNA. At this stage hydroxyurea,

A and when this happens the antiviral
3

is stopped.

to the

may be transferred

of this special m-RNA can be blocked by mitomycin

or chromomycin
process

carries

5-

DNA where they compete

These histones

C, if present,

reaction.

C,

synthesis,

mechanism.

it sets the stage for the production

m-RNA probably
production

uncovering

carzinophilin

Thus it would seem that

of the nuclear

histones .

or mitomycin
defensive

regions

mechanism.

may move through the protoplasm

where they may enter by a pinocytosis

the antiviral

that act as

mitomycin

A ; iii) inhibiting protein
3

the invading virus particles

carzinophilin

The antibiotics

i) on DNA, hydroxyurea,

C; ii) inhibiting the synthesis

D and chromomycin

fluorouracil,

how it might operate

are probably blocking thi s early acting defensive

They appear to act at three location,

nuclei,

one can speculate

where it is read as

protein.
defensive

At the ribomechanism .

sulfate may act to inhibit the

D
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synthesis

of the interferon-like

formed.

An antibiotic

halt the antiviral
succeeds
results

biochemical

process

established.

in the production

biochemical

A failure to block this process

that pronounced

constituents

Welkie,

protein

mechanism

operates

actual functional

must be considered

data to substantiate

here to make it a plausible
antimetabolites

as theorized

the antiviral

synthesis

analytical

later,

a stimulator

or an inhibitor

by the cell

and amino acids

methods used . While

for the fact that certain

with little

antibiotics

and

when added to TMV inoculum .

cellular

defensive appears

the factor that determines

to develop very rapidly
replication

taken place

whether an antibiotic

may act as

may only be the stability

Those antibiotics

program

to be quite hypothetical

(during the first hour while the actual virus biochemical
considerably

here it would be

it, there is enough evidence as presented

explanation

act as stimulators

Because

in certain normal

in the nucleotides

be detected by the infrared

the foregoing discussion

Chandra-

develop very quickly during the first 40

rapidly developing deficiencies

that could certainly

Chidester,

deficiencies

to expect that a crash RNA and protein

would generate

protoplasm.

probably

amounts of interferon-like

data obtained by Cochran,

If this defensive

reasonable

with the result that the viral infection

of considerable

sekhar and Lee (1962) suggests

minutes .

to be

that the viral infection aborts.

The infrared

cellular

or to cause defective protein

blockage at any one of these three stages can probably

in becoming

with the result

protein

of the antibiotic

within the

having functional half lives of 30 minutes to

2 hours may act as TMV infection stimulators

because

they are good blockers

of
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the antiviral

defensive mechanisms

that they do not interfere

but then lose functional activity rapidly so

with the biochemistry

of the reproduction

of the virus.

In contrast

to this the TMV inhibitors

antibiotics

that have long functional half leaves so that the interference

virus reproductive

biochemistry

could m erely be those antimetabolites

is relatively

long lasting.

or

with the
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SUMMARY

1.

Each of 28 antibiotics
purified

and antimetabolites

TMV preparation

and inoculated

using varying concentrations
2.

The inoculation

3.

4.

The induced reactions
stimulatory

Laboratory

action spectra

related

to concentra-

.

of a given chemical were either inhibitory

. No chemical

or

was found that induced both effects.

Twenty of the tested chemicals

6.

Eight of the tested chemicals

7.

The action spectra
generally

method developed in

at Utah State University.

and antimetabolite

5.

8.

using an ultrasonic

Counts of induced viral lesions revealed
tion for each antibiotic

on detached half leaves of bean

of each chemical.

was accomplished

the Plant Virus Research

were mixed with a standardized

inhibited the TMV infection process.
stimulated

of the inhibitors

the TMV infection process.

was usually a br.oad response

that was

dose related.

The action spectra

of the stimulators

maxima indicating

that precise

usually peaked at one or two sharp

dosages were essential

for greatest

stimulation.
9.

Each inhibitor
maximum
interactions

was combined with every other inhibitor

effective

concentration

in further

that were more effective

studies

than either

at half of its

that revealed

chemical

alone.

many
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10.

No combinations

of inhibitors

resulted

in a complete

suppression

of the

virus.
11.

Each of the chemicals
more cellular

biochemical

sites of each inhibitor
12.

The results

inducing inhibition was probably acting at one or
sites of virus replication.

a practical

action

is discussed.

of the inhibition

developing

The probable

studies appear to offer very little hope of

virus chemotherapeutic

control using these mate-

rials.
13.

Each stimulator
maximum

effective

interactions
14.

concentration

in further

that were more effective

The stimulation
of a cellular

15.

was combined with every other stimulator

effect is probably

antiviral

The mechanism

DNA.

chemical

alone.

of a biochemical

is that the whole virus particles

This stripped

that cover certain

DNA is activated

blocking

after migrating

regions of the

to permit the transcription

This special m-RNA complexes

to code for the production
the cellular

than either

many

defense mechanism.

postulated

of a special m-RNA.

studies that revealed

the result

to the cell nuclei strip away histones
nuclear

at half of its

with the ribosomes

of special interferon - like antiviral

amino acid pool.

These interferon-like

proteins

proteins

from

cause the viral

infection to abort.
16.

The probable
chemicals

17.

biochemical

are discussed.

An optimum combination
sensitivity

sites bf action of each of the eight stimulator

of the bioassay

of several

stimulators

promises

(perhaps as much as 10-fold).

to increase

the
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APPENDIX

Table 6. An analysis of variance of the effect of inhibitors on TMV lesion formation in bean leaves
Source of variation
Replications

Degrees of freedom
A
B
C

D
E

F
G
H
I

J
K

L

M
N
0

p
Q

Treatments

A
B
C

D
E

F
G
H
I

J

Sum of squares

Mean squares

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

303.0
353.5
243. 0
161.3
54.9
46732.1
5.6
7617.2
2613.5
56834.3
4617.0
2316.1
37201. 9
9810.9
4.0
52316 . 0
4824.2

303.0
353. 5
243.0
161. 3
54.9
46732.1
5.6
7617. 2
2613. 5
56834.3
4617.0
2316. 1
37201. 9
9810. 9
4.0
52316.0
4824.2

10
10
10
10
8
10
8
8
10
10

36681. 0
9068/7
16141. 0
11528. 0
17086. 6
42372 .2
8672. 0
19614.6
6215.2
54510.0

36681. 1
906. 8
1614.1
1152. 8
2135.8
4237.2
1804.0
2451. 8
621. 5
5451. 9

F

4608 **
33. 01**
58.5 **
42.5**
19. 4**
15.9**
38.4**
15.61* *
12. 09**
17.7**

--.:J

0

Table 6.

Continued

Source of variation

Degrees
K
L

M
N

0
p

Q
Error

A
B

C
D
E
F
G
H

I
J
K
L

M
N

0
0

Q
Total

A
B

C

of freedom

Sum of squares

Mean squares

10
10
10
10
8
8
10

65510.0
34631. 5
18556 . 0
21791.7
9458 . 0
25825.2
14804.8

6551. 0
3463.15
1855.6
2179.17
1182. 3
3228.1
1480.48

120
120
120
120
98
120
98
98
120
120
120
120
120
120
98
98
120

9602.0
3284.2
3288.0
3625.0
10798.1
32537.7
2795.4
15455.4
6168 . 8
35666.0
24441. 0
24670 . 7
12251. 0
53132 .4
2227 .0
39023.0
6961. 9

3668.1
27 . 4
27.4
27.2
110.1
271. 15
28.5
157 .4
51. 4
297.3
203.6
205.7
102 . 1
442 . 0
22. 0
398.1
58.0

131
131
131

46585.0
12707.4
19672 .3

F

32.2**
16.3**
18. 1**
5.0**
52 . 08**
8.2**
25 .5**

-:i
f--1

Table 6.
Source

Continued

of variation

Degrees
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
p
Q

of freedom
131
107
131
107
107
131
131
131
131
131
131
107
107
131

Sum of squares

Mean squares

F

14947.0
2793 8.6
121642.0
11473. 0
42687.0
147019.0
95568.0
61458.3
68007.9
84735.0
11689.0
117164 . 4
26590.9

Variance of treatment
mean M. S. error / No. plants
A---80/33 = 2. 4; B-2'7 . 4/33 = 0. 9; c - 27. 4/33 = 0. 9; D - 27. 2/33 = 0. 9; E - 110 /27 = 4. 0; F-271. 1/33 = 8. 2;
G-28.5/27
= 1.05; H-157.7/27 ==5.8; I- 51.4/33 = 1.6; J - 297 ,3/33 = 9.0; K-1025.6/33 = 31.06; L - 205 . 7/33
M-102.1/33
= 3.1; N-442.7/33 = 13.34; 0-22 . 7/27 = 0 . 97; P -390. 1/27 = 14.7; Q-58/33 = 1.7

= 6.2 1;

Replication total
A - 1850, 1650; B - 1637, 1421; C - 1419, 159 8; D - 786, 932; E - 1709, 1632; F - 953, 3672; G - 518, 521;
H - 1873, 966; I - 1849, 2440; J - 956, 3695; K - 1204, 748, 1578 ; L - 3869, 4400; M - 3156, 940; N - 637, 1175;
0 - 540, 518; P - 1574, 3951; Q - 919, 1717 .
A - mithramycin;
B - nogalamycin;
C - olivomycin;
D - cycloheximide;
E - chloramphenicol;
F - fusidic acid;
G - spiramycin;
H - rifamycin SV; I - proflavin so ; J - acridine orange ; K - chloroquine phosphate;
4
L - daunomycin ; M - nalidixic acid; N - phleomycin ; 0 - colchicine;
P - ethidium bromide;
Q - puromycin-dihydrochloride
**Synergistic
effect.

Table 7. An analysis
Source of variation
Replications

A

D
E
F
G
H

A
B
C
D

E
E
G
H

Error

of the effect of stimulators

Degrees of freedom

B
C

Treatments

of variance

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
H

on TMV lesion formation

Sum of squares

in bean leaves

Mean squares

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

38.0
1. 5
130. 7
2484.5
2912.0
0.6
101. 0
82.6

38.0
1. 5
65.3
2484.5
2912.0
0.6
101. 0
82.6

8
7
8
10
7
9
7

22438.1
3759.2
50695.6
45645.4
29924,3
25921. 1
30321. 0
44882.4

1562 . 3
537.03
4608 . 7
5705.7
2992. 43
3703.0
3369.0
6411. 8

98
87
130
98
120
87
109
87

33320.1
7901 .7
17787.6
74540.8
12879.7
19745.3
7239. 0
26548.7

340.0
90.8
136.8
760.6
107. 3
226.9
66.4
395.1

11

F

4.6**
5.8**
33.68**
7.5**
27 .88**
10.91**
50 . 7**
21. 1 **

-::i

""

Table 7.

Continued
Degrees

Source of variation

Variance

Sum of squares

B
C
D
E
F

107
95
143
107
131
95

45797.9
11662. 4
68613.9
22669.7
45716. 0
45667.0

G

11@

37661.0

H

95

71513. 7

A

Total

of freedom

of the treatment

mean

Mean squares

M. S. error / No . plants

A - 340/27 = 12. 4; B - 90. 8/24 = 3. 3; C - 136 . 8/36 = 3. 8; D - 760 . 6/27 = 28. 1; E - 107 /33 = 3. 2 ;
F - 226. 9/24 = 9. 41; G - 66. 4/30 = 2. 21; H - 305.1/24 = 3.18 .
Replication

total

A - 1144, 1080;
G - 1385, 1446;

B - 1170, 1155;
H - 3044, 3133.

C - 1393 , 1300, 1400;

D - 5608, 5090 ; E - 2109, 2729 ; F - 2879 , 2872;

A - hydrozyurea;
B - carzinophilin;
C - actinomycin D; D - chromoycin
F - mitomycin C; G - kanamycin SO ; H - erythromycin~
4
**Synergistic
effect.

A3 ; E - 5-fluorouracil;

F
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